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INTRODUCTION

G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a superfamily of integral
membrane proteins. They have seven transmembrane helices (I-VII), three
extracellular loops (II-III, IV-V and VI-VII), three cytosolic loops (I-II, IIIIV and V-VI), a extracellular N-terminal domain (N), and a cytosolic Cterminal (C) domain (Fig. 1)1. The C terminal domain contains helix VIII,
which starts directly after helix VII and runs parallel to the cytosolic
membrane surface. GPCRs are usually divided into six major classes called
A-F2. Class A is by far the largest and contains, for example, opsins and
amine,

olfactory,

bradykinin,

angiotensin

II,

opioid,

somatostain,

chemokine, and interleukine receptors3. Class B contains secretin-like, class
C metabotropic glutamate, class D pheromone, and class E cAMP receptors.
Class F contains other, often hard to categorize receptors2, such as, for
example, the frizzled receptor.
About 2000 GPCR sequences are currently available from the public
databases. About a dozen new sequences become available every month. A
large number of on-going genome sequencing projects guarantees that the
monthly database influx of GPCR sequences will remain high in the next
few years. The GPCR mutation database contains data on approximately
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10000 mutations4. Ligand-binding information is available for more than
30000 ligand–receptor combinations2.
This wealth of sequences, ligands, and mutation data is in marked
contrast to the small amount of structural information. currently, only the
structure of bovine opsin is known1. This lack of structural information leads
to many modelling studies. In the past, bacteriorhodopsine.g.5-8 was often
used as a modelling template, but recently the bovine opsin threedimensional coordinates have become available. Bovine opsin is a much
better template for GPCR homology modelling than bacteriorhodopsin.
However, bovine opsin is not yet the perfect template for every GPCR
modelling project, and some of the problems with this template will be
discussed. Models produced Before the Crystal structure became available in
August 2000 will be referred to as BC-models, and the newer models will be
called AC-models (AC for After Crystal structure). Both BC-models and
AC-models will be discussed. The structure of bovine opsin will be
discussed from a modellers point of view to provide a set of hints for future
modelling studies of family A GPCRs (AGPCRs).
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GPCR modelling before the bovine opsin structure
Most

BC-models

were

based

either

on

the

coordinates

of

bacteriorhodopsine.g.5-8, or on the Cα coordinates of bovine opsin extracted
from a low-resolution electron diffraction map8-10 by Baldwin11. The former
had the problem that the helices in bacteriorhodopsin are packed differently
from those in GPCRs10,12 and the latter had the problem that the electron
diffraction density map was not made public so one had to rely on Baldwin's
interpretation11. Today we know that her interpretation was very good, but at
the time, many modellers were worried about this fact. A few models were
based on first principles, sometimes guided by a 6 Å resolution electron
diffraction map of bovine and frog opsin9,10,13.
Many different methods were employed to guess the ends of the
helices, but the idea that a helix could continue beyond the membrane region
was generally missed. Not many models had helix kinks incorporated, and
π–helices and other large deviations from ideality that can occur in the
middle of helices (as in bovine opsin) never were considered.
In the late 80’s and the 90’s, the GPCR modelling community
developed a series of rules for building BC-models:
1. Determine which template to use, or design your own helix-packing
model14-16;
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2. Use threading or moment calculations to determine the mapping of the
GPCR sequence onto the selected template. Moment calculations can
be based on hydrophobic moments17, conservation moments18, etc., or
a combination of those19. Threading can be based on general rules,
helix bundle rules20,21, or even bacteriorhodopsin-specific rules22;
3. Find experimental data that agree with the model and add it to
convince the referees that this is the only correct model.
The release of the high-resolution coordinates of bovine opsin1 is
opening up a new world of possibilities. These coordinates provide a
template for classical homology modelling. Consequently, all the old models
and rules for modelling can be thrown away, and we can make a fresh start.

Global aspects of the bovine opsin structure
The

high-resolution

structure

of

rhodopsin reveals a seven-helix

transmembrane (7TM) bundle surrounding an ellipsoidal central cavity lined
by helices I-III and V-VII (see figure 1). Helix IV is not part of the cavity
wall and only makes contacts with helix III. The wide side of the ellipsoidal
cavity is flanked by the pairs of helices II-III and VI-VII. The VI-VII pair is
perpendicular to the lipid membrane, while the II-III pair is inclined about
30° from the normal. The two narrow sides of the cavity are flanked by the
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helices I and V, respectively. Helix I has contacts along its full length with
the helices II and VII. At the cytosolic side, helix V touches helices III and
VI, and on the extracellular side helix V has contacts mainly with helix VI.
The central cavity is accessible from the cytosol, but the hairpin that
connects helices IV and V prevents access from the periplasm. This hairpin
(IV-V) lies between the helices, roughly parallel to the membrane surface. It
has contacts with sidechains of most of the helices. The most prominent
contact is a disulphide bridge (Cys315-Cys480) between this hairpin and
helix III.

METHODS

Data that are too numerous to be put in print, and hypotheses too speculative
to be published can be found at

http://www.gpcr.org/articles/2002_4/12.

This

website also contains a detailed recipe for building models along the lines
described in this article.
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A standardized numbering system
Any discussion about more than one molecule at the same time suffers from
the most irritating problem facing bioinformatics: residue numbering. We
have introduced a standardized residue-numbering scheme for AGPCR
transmembrane helices23. This numbering scheme was adopted at a GPCR
meeting at the EMBL in 1993. It has guided the GPCRDB development ever
since, as well as the articles from a (small) number of laboratories. This
numbering scheme was designed to indicate clearly residues that are
conserved among all AGPCRs so originally only the helical residues needed
to be numbered. Now that it is clear that features like the IV-V hairpin and
helix VIII are conserved among many AGPCRs, the numbering scheme
needs to be extended2.
The numbering scheme is based on the idea that the hundreds’ of the
residue numbers correspond to the helix in which the residues reside, and the
most conserved residue in each helix is rounded to a near multiple of ten.
For example, the Asn of the highly conserved GN motif in helix I is
numbered 130; the conserved L from the LXXXD motif in helix II is 220;
the ultra conserved R from the DRY motif in helix III is 340; etc (see fig 3,
and http://www.gpcr.org/).
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Bovine opsin and bacteriorhodopsin structure comparison
The structures of bovine opsin (PDBid=1F88)1, and bacteriorhodopsine.g.5-8
are very different. Both contain a sevenhelix bundle, but these bundles are
sufficiently differently organized to make any detailed structure comparison
meaningless10-12. However, in order to evaluate the quality of models based
on the bacteriorhodopsin template, this superposition must be made. We
therefore did this structure superposition manually. The results are shown in
figure 2. Alternative solutions in which bacteriorhodopsin was shifted by
one helical turn relative to bovine opsin were not much worse according to
our visual inspection (see figure 2b).
The recipe for determining the quality of bacteriorhodopsin based BCmodels is as follows:
1. Extract from the GPCRDB the alignment of the sequence of the
GPCR model with the sequence of bovine opsin;
2. Use the structure superposition to align the bovine opsin sequence
onto the bacteriorhodopsin sequence.
3. Extract from the modelling article how the authors aligned their
GPCR with bacteriorhodopsin. (If this alignment is not given, it can
be extracted from a superposition of the bacteriorhodopsin based
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GPCR model on the real bacteriorhodopsin structure). This produces
the alignment used for the modelling.
4. A comparison of the ‘optimal’ alignment with the alignment that has
been used gives a good indication of the model quality.
This recipe for the determination model quality differs somewhat from what
is normally used. The two reasons for this are:
1. Only the structure of bovine opsin is known, and not the structures of
all the BC-models. Therefore we cannot calculate RMS deviations
etc., as is done, for example, in the CASP modelling competition24.
2. RMS deviations do not make sense if the alignment on average is out
by about four residues.

MODELLING RESULTS

The quality of BC-models
The bacteriorhodopsin and bovine opsin structures are so different that any
quantitative comparison is meaningless. Alternative structure superposition
9
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solutions shifted by one helical turn imply a shift by 3 or 4 residue positions.
The superposition solution that we selected was the one that had a
reasonable overlap between the two retinal molecules. A shift in the
structure superposition would lead to a the shift in the sequence alignment
that is alternating positive and negative in the seven helices. As can be seen
from the alignments in figure 3, such a shift would not make any of the
alignments better. Therefore, the subjective nature of the superposition is not
influencing our conclusions. We believe that all GPCR models (including
our own models) that were based on the bacteriorhodopsin template were
very bad, and none of these models can possibly have made a positive
contribution to rational drug design projects. A more extensive reality check
of BC-models can be found in the article section of the GPCRDB
(http://www.gpcr.org/articles/).
The models based on Cα coordinates11 extracted from the lowresolution electron diffraction map8-10 were reasonably good, though none of
them were really good enough for rational drug design purposes. Figure 4
shows the superposition of the bovine opsin structure and one BC-model
built using the Cα coordinates extracted from the low-resolution electron
diffraction map. It can be seen that the overall features are modelled
reasonably well. The Cα and all-atom modelling errors (i.e. displacements
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between the model and the X-ray structure) are 2.5 and 3.2 Å, respectively.
The models that were based on the bacteriorhodopsin template, on the other
hand, never bore any relation with reality. Figure 3 shows a series of
alignments produced by the recipe described in the methods section. We list
only models that we produced (and deposited) ourselves, or that we helped
to build. This is partly because these models were among the better amongst
the bacteriorhodopsin-based BC-models, but also, it is inappropriate to
criticise results from a decade ago. However, the fact that models that had
residues misaligned by as many as 21 positions could be published, holds a
warning for the future.
No BC-model had the IV-V hairpin modelled correctly between the
helices. All modellers ‘knew’ that the loop IV-V was external at the
extracellular side, but also were aware of the Cys315-Cys480 disulphide
bridge. Bizzare reasoning was often used to reconsile these two
contradicting ‘facts’ and to justify the position of helix III. This led to errors
as large as a 21-residue shift in the sequence alignment. The experimental
data enabling the correct prediction that the IV-V hairpin is located between
the helices was available to the BC-modellers, because it was known that
His474 and Lys477 in this hairpin in opsins form a chloride binding site that
regulates which wavelength can be absorbed optimally by the retinal25. It
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could have been reasoned that if this site modifies the wavelength, it should
be located near the retinal. Unfortunately, the ‘knowledge’ that the loops
should stick out into the extracellular solvent ‘beat’ the knowledge about the
chloride site, and no IV-V hairpin has ever been modelled correctly.

The quality of AC-models
We were surprised to find several modelling studies performed after the
release of the bovine opsin three-dimensional coordinates in which very
little knowledge about this template was incorporated. Ballesteros et al.26
recently wrote that amine receptors can be modelled from the bovine opsin
template. They neglect the IV-V hairpin, crystal contacts, and the fact that
many residues cannot be detected in the X-ray structure. Orry et al.27 docked
endothelin in the endothelin receptor. The article was published in the AC
period. Their endothelin receptor model was based on a rhodopsin model by
Pogozheva21. They write in a note added after submission that since the
paper was first submitted the bovine opsin structure became available, and
they claim that their model and the bovine opsin structure are similar. Their
model is not published, but from the figures in the article, it can be seen that
the endothelin molecule is docked roughly around the space where one
would expect the IV-V hairpin, and this hairpin is modelled as a hyper-
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exposed loop. These are just two examples of neglect of details of the bovine
opsin structure. It is to be hoped that future GPCR modelling experiments
can use some of the information provided in this article to advantage.

GPCR MODELLING USING THE BOVINE OPSIN STRUCTURE

The availability of the bovine opsin structure opens new alleys for modelling
GPCRs. However, some warnings are needed. First, the structure of the
extra-membrane loops in the bovine opsin structure seem to large degree to
be determined by crystal contacts. Second, the bovine opsin structure is the
inactive form of the protein, while the active form is a much more
appropriate modelling goal for pharmaceutical purposes. Third, it is far from
certain if the bovine opsin structure can be used as a template for all
AGPCRs.
Modelling studies start with a sequence alignment between the bovine
opsin template and the AGPCR model sequence. The percentage sequence
identity between bovine opsin and many other AGPCRs can be as low as
20%. Normally, when the sequence identity between the model and the
template falls below 30%, the sequence alignment is the main bottleneck in
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the homology modelling procedure. AGPCRs form an exception to this rule.
As was already hinted at in the methods section, each helix contains one or
two highly conserved residues that allow for an unambiguous alignment of
the helices of the model and the bovine opsin template in the majority of
cases.
With a few exceptions (discussed below), none of the extramembrane
regions can be modelled by homology using the bovine opsin structure as a
template. This is for two reasons. First, most cytosolic extramembrane parts
could not be seen in the electron density map, and most extracellular parts
most likely have a structure induced by crystal packing forces (see figure 5).
Second, the sequence identity between most AGPCRs and bovine opsin is
too low to arrive at any reliable alignment. At three extramembrane
locations, features can be observed that give hope that some modelling will
be possible. These are the highly conserved:
1. Trp280 and Gly295 in the extracellular loop SII-III;
2. The loop IV-V and the Cys315-Cys480 disulphide bridge;
3. Tyr734 at the bend between the helices VII and VIII and the adjacent
sequence motif Phe800, Arg(Lys)801 in helix VIII;
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Trp280 and Gly295 in the extracellular loop II-III
Loop II-III contains the residues Trp280 and Gly295, which are conserved in
the majority of the known AGPCRs (amine, peptide, prostanoid, etc.,
receptors). In rhodopsin, this segment forms a surface-accessible type I βturn. The conservation and location of this turn makes it a good candidate
for a recognition site for some external factor. In some AGPCR classes, very
long insertions can be observed in this region, indicating that this motif is
not required for one of the main functions of AGPCRs. Modelling these
insertions is obviously not possible, but their external location ensures that
this is not likely to influence the rest of the model.

The IV-V hairpin
The extracellular IV-V hairpin in bovine opsin is a crossed hairpin which
makes sidechain interactions around the inner surface of the 7TM bundle.
The most prominent contact is the disulfide bridge Cys315-Cys480. It looks
as if this hairpin forms a shield separating the ligand binding site from the
extracellular medium. Its presence leaves us with the question of how the
ligand gets from the external medium into the binding pocket. We think that
this can happen in only one of two ways:
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1) Through the space between the helices VII, I and II, and the beta turn
474-478 in the IV-V hairpin, through a space flanked by the 472-475
strand, the part of the IV-V hairpin directly after Cys480, and the
helices VI-VII;
2) Motion of the IV-V hairpin leaves the entry to the binding cavity open
long enough for a ligand to enter.
The majority of the AGPCR sequences have a loop between the helices IV
and V that has a reasonable length for forming a IV-V hairpin (see table in
the web material), and nearly all of these IV-V loops have a cysteine at
position 480. It therefore seems safe to assume that the vast majority of all
AGPCRs have this hairpin structure between the ligand binding pocket and
the external surface. Several other AGPCRs (e.g. melanocortin, cannabinoid,
edg, mas) lack the Cys315 and Cys480 residues and are therefore unlikely to
have a similar IV-V hairpin to bovine opsin. Some of these receptors have
very short IV-V loops and might even have the ligand binding site fully
exposed to the periplasm. Such a wide-open ligand binding site would allow
large ligands to enter. Examples are the ACTHR, MSHR, and mc3-5r
receptors. Mas, cannabinoid and edg receptors have intermediate length IVV loops that are not long enough to form the equivalent of the bovine opsin
IV-V hairpin, but are long enough to obstruct part of the ligand entry path.
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Modelling the IV-V hairpin should start by aligning the sequences,
using as reference the Cys480 while minding the following points:
• The conformation of the hairpin between positions 472 and 483 and
the disulphide bridge Cys315-Cys480 should be as in bovine opsin;
• Insertions or deletions should be made adjacent to helices IV and V
because around there is ‘plenty of room’ in the bovine opsin structure.
Modelling the IV-V hairpin will only be difficult for a few receptors.
Adenosine 1 and dopamine 1a receptors have insertions just before Cys480,
fmlp receptors have insertions just after Cys480, and odorant receptors have
insertions at both those locations. Some histamine, alpha-adrenergic,
adenosine 2,3, and melatonin receptors lack residues after the Cys480 (see
the table in the web material). In a few receptors, deletions in the IV-V area
might even require some minor modifications in the last turn of helix IV or
in the first turn of helix V.
The IV-V hairpin sequence is highly variable among the AGPCR subfamilies. It is therefore unlikely that any function can be found in this area
that is common to many receptors. Many subclasses of receptors, however,
have developed some function or another in this area. A good example is the
chloride binding site in opsins, which supposedly regulates which
wavelength can optimally be absorbed by the retinal28. In red and green but
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not in blue and violet opsins, this site is formed by positions 474 and 477,
occupied by residues of His and Lys, respectively25.
A PROSITE29 search reveals many potential glycosylation sites in
AGPCRs. Remarkably, several receptors (e.g. angiotensin II and bradykinin
B1 and B2) have a glycosylation site at Asn476 in the IV-V loop. Mutation
of the Asn in each glycosylation site reveals a slowly increasing effect on the
ability of the receptor to insert into the membrane. Mutation of Asn476
contributed more strongly to this effect than any other mutation30. When
these experiments were done, it went unremarked, because the loop IV-V
was expected to protrude into the periplasm. Now that the bovine opsin
structure is known, these experiments take on a new significance because a
glycosyl group would appear to cause steric hindrance. We do not
understand fully the structural aspects of this glycosylation, but it seems
clear that any modeller will have to find out whether or not his/her model
GPCR is glycosylated before anything can be done with the IV-V loop.

C-terminus
The loops I-II, III-IV, and V-VI are not well resolved in the bovine opsin
structure. So, these loops cannot be used as modelling templates. The
cytosolic helix VIII seems to be common to many AGPCRs. The precise
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position of this helix in the bovine opsin structure is still unclear because of
crystal packing effects, but we believe that this helix and single residue
between the helices VII and VIII are a valid template for modelling. It is
worth noting that we predicted the presence and location of helix VIII prior
to the release of the bovine opsin three-dimensional coordinates31.
In 97% of all AGPCRs, a tyrosine is observed at position 73432, which
is very close to the sharp turn between the helices VII and VIII. This Tyr734
has a crucial role in the receptor G-protein interaction process33. It is part of
the conserved NPXXY motif on the cytosolic side of helix VII. A few
receptor subfamilies (e.g. endothelin) do not have the NPXXY motif but
NPXXXY. This is why the tyrosine that normally sits 3 positions after the
highly conserved Pro730 is numbered Tyr734 and not Tyr733. If the phase
of helix VII stays the same in these NPXXXY receptors, we have to assume
either that the tyrosine points in a different direction, or the cytosolic end of
helix VII is very irregular in these receptors.

THE ACTIVE FORM OF AGPCRs
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Modelling the active form of AGPCRs depends critically on the
hypothesized mechanism of that activation process. We therefore start with a
summary of possible activation mechanisms. All activation models have to
consist of essentially the same three steps:
1. Admission of the ligand into the ligand binding pocket;
2. The receptor moving from the inactive state into the active state, or
the active state being frozen by the ligand;
3. The G protein being activated.

Admission of the agonist into the receptor central cavity
Studies on various aspects of an AGPCR multiple sequence alignment show
that the space occupied by retinal in the bovine opsin structure is the same as
where all or part of the endogenous agonists (and probably also nonendogenous agonists and antagonists) bind in nearly all AGPCRs34. From
this, we conclude that the activation mechanism must also be essentially the
same for nearly all AGPCRs. However, if the retinal binding site
corresponds to the agonist binding site in AGPCRs, and the loop IV-V is
structurally conserved among most AGPCRs, how can the ligand enter the
agonist-binding pocket? Two simple mechanisms can be imagined. First, it
is conceivable that loop IV-V is involved in a flip-flop mechanism that
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occasionally leaves enough space for ligands to enter into the binding
pocket. Second, it is also possible that loop IV-V does not move and that
ligands have to squeeze into the pocket through small spaces left either
between loop IV-V and helices IV and V, or between the same loop and
helices I, II and VI.

Expansion of the central cavity as a mechanism for activation
All AGPCRs share a set of conserved residues at the G-protein coupling
interface. These residues are so highly conserved that they must form the
major active site35, and the role of agonists must be to generate a signal that
reaches this site32. As it is very likely that all AGPCRs have a common Gprotein activation mechanism, it is also likely that the activation by the
agonists uses a similar mechanism, and it is even likely that this mechanism
is similar to the opsin activation by light-induced retinal isomerization. For
rhodopsin, it has been found that the light-induced cis-11 to all-trans
isomerization pushes the retinal towards helix III leading to a rearrangement
in the 7TM bundle that activates the GPCR. In opsins, activation is
associated with the formation of meta-rhodopsin MII, a form of rhodopsin in
which Glu224 and Glu329 have elevated pKa values36. The corollary in
AGPCRs would be that an agonist molecule is squeezed inside the 7TM
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central cavity, leading to a displacement of helices mimicking the retinal
isomerization effects. Depending on which agonist entry model one believes
in, two hypotheses can be considered for the activation process:
1. If the cavity is open because of retraction of loop IV-V, the agonist
can enter the pocket freely and will be pushed into the cavity when the
loop moves back to the closed position;
2. If the central cavity of the AGPCRs is closed by loop IV-V, then the
equilibrium between the two receptor states should be considered. The
open state (when the 7TM bundle is expanded and the entrance is
enlarged), and the state in which the helix bundle is compressed and
the agonist entrance is closed.
Both of these hypotheses lead to a similar reasoning about helix motions:
• Residue positions prevalently containing aromatic sidechains (Phe,
Tyr and Trp) are found at the extracellular side of the 7TM bundle of
all AGPCRs, pointing inwards as well as towards neighbouring
helices32;
• Aromatic sidechains in the agonist structures are crucial to trigger
activation of angiotensin II-, bradykinin- and other receptors37-42;
• Helices with aromatic sidechains form less well packed bundles43-44.
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NEW RULES FOR MODELLING AGPCRs
For most studies, it will be enough to model the seven transmembrane
helices and the IV-V hairpin. If extracellular loops are needed in the model,
there is some hope for a few receptors that these loop models can be based
on the bovine opsin structure, but in most cases it will not be possible to
model these loops. The works by Yeagle45-48 made clear that determination
of the structure of the loops independently from the rest of the structure is
not likely to be a successful option either.
The alignment of the helices should be based on the highly conserved
motifs that are present in all helices. Extrapolating from the performance of
GPCR modellers over the years, we can only advise to sticking to the bovine
opsin helix backbone coordinates. Any attempt to ‘improve’ this template
for other GPCRs will undoubtedly make things worse rather than better.
The IV-V hairpin should be modelled using the bovine opsin as
template. If this loop is not present in the model, it seems doubtful that a
reliable model can be built at all.
The bovine opsin three-dimensional coordinates represent the inactive
form of this receptor. To model the (pharmaceutically much more
interesting) active form of AGPCRs one should not rely on molecular
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dynamics, but rather on the outcome of experiments that can be interpreted
unambiguously. The following recipe for modelling the active form of a
receptor is just one possibility. It will not prove correct, but is the best we
can do with current data. A much more detailed description can be found in
the article section of the GPCRDB2.
To arrive at a potential model for the activated form of the receptor,
the helices VI and VII were rotated together in such a way that helix VII
approaches helix III at the cytosolic side, and helix VI approaches helix V.
This motion displaces helices VI and VII so that they are slightly further
away from the other five helices than in the bovine opsin structure. As a
consequence, a salt bridge found in the inactive bovine opsin structure
between Arg340 and Glu600 is broken and a hydrogen bond could be
formed between Arg340 and Tyr734. This model is in agreement with the
sparse experimental data on the activation of opsins by cis-trans
isomerisation of retinal, and it has frequently been referred to as a possible
mechanism of activation for AGPCRs49-51.
Modelling GPCRs in the AC era is easier than it was in the BC era.
Nevertheless, it is not yet straightforward, and a thorough analysis of the
bovine opsin structure and an alignment of all relevant AGPCR sequences
will still be needed for each model. We have proposed a recipe for
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modelling the active form AGPCRs from the inactive bovine opsin template
structure. This proposal will suffer from many problems that the BC-models
also suffered from: too few experimental data. Anyone interested in
modelling the active form of an AGPCR will need to follow the literature on
the activation process, and incorporate all available data in the model, and
not just the data that agree with the model that is at hand at that moment!
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FIGURES

A)

B)

Fig. 1. The helix bundle in bovine opsin.
α-carbon trace of bovine opsin1. Retinal is shown in purple, helices II-III
orange, VI-VII green, IV light blue, I and V red. A) side view. B) top view.
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Fig. 2. Bacteriorhodopsin superposed on bovine opsin.
The structure of bacteriorhodopsin (PDBid=1C3W6) in red superposed on the
bovine opsin structure (PDBid=1F881) in green. Most loop regions are
removed for clarity. The bovine opsin retinal is in dark blue, the
bacteriorhodopsin in light blue.
Top: the superposition results used in this study. Bottom: the best alternative
superposition, which leads to an almost equivalent number of almost equally
well superposed pairs of alpha carbons. This solution does not superpose the
two retinal molecules equally well as superposition A.
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| 130 I.18 1.50
Rhodopsin
PWQFSMLAAYMFLLIMLGFPINFLTLYVTVQ-Bacteriorhodopsin -------WIWLALGTALMGLGTLYFLVK-----

| 224 II.10 2.50
-----------PLNYILLNLAVADLFMVFGGFTTTLYTSLH
----------PDAKKFYAITTLVPAIAFTMYLSMLL-----

Cronet
Vriend
Kuipers
Rippmann

-----------LACADLVM GLAVVPFGAAHILMKMW--------------ILLNLAVADLFMVFGGFTTTLYTSL----------------FITSLACADLVMGLAVVPFGASHIL---LERSLQNVANYLIGSLAVTDLMVSVLVLPMAALYQVLN---

-----VWVVGMGIVMSLIVLAIVFGNVLVI-------QFSMLAAYMFLLIMLGFPINFLTLY------WVVGMAILMSVIVLAIVFGNVLVIT----VTVSYQVITSLLLGTLIFCAVLGNACVVAAIA

+4
+3
+2
+3

-8
-4
-3
-4

| 340 III.26 3.50
Rhodopsin
GPTGCNLEGFFATLGGEIALWSLVVLAIERYVVV----Bacteriorhodopsin -------IYWARYADWLFTTPLLLLDL-----------Cronet
Vriend
Kuipers
Rippmann

---FWCEFWTSIDVLCVTASIETLCVIAVD-----------GCNLEGFFATLGGEIALWSLVVLAIER----------------CEFWTSIDVLCVTASIETLCVIAVDR--------KWTLGQVTCDLFIALDVLCCTSSILHLCAIALDRY

| 420 IV.6 4.50
Rhodopsin
ENHAIMGVAFTWVMALACAAPPLVBacteriorhodopsin --QGTILALVGADGIMIGTGLVGAL
Cronet
Vriend
Kuipers
Rippmann

---TKNKARVIILMVWIVSGLTSFL
---HAIMGVAFTWVMALACAAPPLV
---KARVVILMVWIVSGLTSFLPIQ
------SLTWLIGFLISIPPI----

| 520 V.16 5.50
----------NESFVIYMFVVHFIIPLIVIFFCYGQ-----------------------YSYRFVWWAISTAAMLYILYVLFF---------+4
+1
+1
-2

-------------------NQAYAIASSIVSFYVPLVIMV-------------------------FVIYMFVVHFIIPLIVIFFCY-------------------------YAIASSIVSFYVPLVVMVFVY------TPEDRSDPDACTISKDHGYTIYSTFGAFYIPLLLMLVLYGRIFRAAR

| 620 VI.15 6.50
Rhodopsin
AEKEVTRMVIIMVIAFLICWLPYAGVAFYIFT----Bacteriorhodopsin --PEVASTFKVLRNVTVVLWSAYPVVWLI-------Cronet
Vriend
Kuipers
Rippmann

+11
+10
+14
+17

---TLGIIMGTFTLCWLPFFIVNIVHVIQ----------EVTRMVIIMVIAFLICWLPYAGVAFY-------KALKTLGIIMGTFTLCWLPFFIVNIV-----------------TLGIIMGTFILCWLPFFIVALVLPFCESSC

-4
+6
+6
+5

| 730 VII.17 7.50
-PIFMTIPAFFAKTSAVYNPVIYIMMNKQFRNCMVTTL
-------ETLLFMVLDVSAKVGFGLILLRSRA------4
0
-3
0

-----EVYILLNWIGYVNSGFNPLIYCRS-------------DFGPIFMTIPAFFAKTSAVYNPVI--------LIPKEVYILLNWLGYVNSAFNPLI------------------HMPTLLGAIINWLGYSNSLLNPVIYAYFNKD--

+3
+7
+2
+7

Fig. 3. Sequence alignment extracted from deposited GPCR models.
The models shown are produced by Cronet22, Vriend23, Kuipers52,53, and
Rippmann54. The top two lines show the alignment of bovine opsin with
bacteriorhodopsin as extracted from the superposition as shown in figure 2.
The motifs containing the most conserved residues in the seven
transmembrane GPCR helices are in red, and the corresponding
bacteriorhodopsin sequences in blue. The corresponding residues in the four
models are coloured red too. The vertical bars indicate the most conserved
residue in each helix. The numbers behind these bars indicate the residue
numbers in the GPCRDB2, the Schwartz55/Baldwin56, and the BallesterosWeinstein57, and the numbering schemes, respectively. The numbers behind
the sequences indicate the shift away from the perfect alignment.
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Fig 4. Superposed bovine opsin structure and model.
The bovine opsin structure1 in red superposed in the GPCRDB2 BC-model
built with WHAT IF58, based on the Cα coordinates provided by Baldwin11.
The average Cα and all-atom modelling errors are 2.5 and 3.2 Å,
respectively.
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Fig 5. Non-natural contacts in the bovine opsin structure.
The Cα-trace of the A-subunit of the PDB file 1F881 is shown in red.
Residues making crystal contacts with the B-subunit or any of the
crystallisation inducing additives are in green. Residues making crystal
contacts with other unit cells are in blue. Note that the extracellular loops,
helix I, and helix VIII make many crystal contacts.
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